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EXAM TIPS FOR ALL STUDENTS1- Don’t take any type of tension before the examination just go relax mind.2- Arrange all  your subject Books, Notes, Study Material on month before the starting of exam.3- Whenever you sit for studies do help with yourself all the books and notes of that subjectplus a notebook and pen to practice.4- Firstly prepare the subject according to the  university pattern and5- Start Preparing from the beginning and don’t have any chapter because you never knowfrom which you will get a question.6- While preparing note down all the important points at one place which you think are veryimportant that one hour, before the starting of exam you can just go through all of them.7- Concentrate and prepare the topic with on diagram and practice it again and again so thatyou will able to retain it more appropriately.8- Draw diagrams wherever possible because it helps in fetching more marks.9- Don’t waste time in watching T.V or in other activities just for the some relaxation insteadthink whether  you know the answer of particle  are questions or not because you will feelgood that you remember all the answered.10- Do consider all the previous paper of all the subjects before the exam so that you shouldhave same knowledge about the pattern of the paper.11- Also go through all the important papers of all the subjects before the exam so that youshould have same knowledge about the pattern of the paper.12- Reminders don’t only depend on guess paper as you never know about the university theycan questions you from any where.13- Should draw at least 3 diagrams in 10 marks question.14- Should draw 1 diagram in 5 marks question.15- Not compulsory to draw diagram in 2 or 3 marks question.16- If you are enable to draw diagram in exam then they to draw it from your commonsense.17- Try to draw diagram using flow chart.18- See the example-

19- Checks once before going to the examination have whether you are carrying all your stuffrequired or not.20- After receiving the question papers firstly go there all the question paper and they doing thequestion which you find easy.21- The question you feel is difficult for you try doing it in the end.22- After finishing all the easy question then start attending the difficult ones with cool mind.23- And don’t forget to draw diagram
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24- Distribute your time according to all  the question to manage it properly.25- And keep same time to revise your answer sheet before   submitting it.26- Don’t forget to carry your watch in the examination hall.27- Wherever you feel to answer in points then try answering in points only28- Most important do take advice from your senior or teacher specially first year studentsbefore the exam because they can guide you more appropriately  about the exam patternand university pattern as every university  have different rules.29- Any other query or any doubt so you can visit www.shwetankeducation.com30- All the best for your exam and Best wishes.
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